
Obituary

Remembering Gerald J. Small (1941–2004), who tackled everything in life
with an intense and enviable passion

Dr Gerald J. Small, distinguished professor of
chemistry at Iowa State University and a senior
chemist at the US Department of Energy’s Ames
Laboratory, passed away on Saturday, August 7,
2004, at the Israel Family Hospice House in Ames
(Iowa), as a result of advanced lung cancer. Gerald
J. Small was born in Vancouver, British Columbia,
Canada, where he received his primary and sec-
ondary education. Graduating from John Oliver
High School in 1959 (where he was the President
of the Student Body), he entered the University of
British Columbia, from which he received a BSc,
with honors in Chemistry and Mathematics in
1963. This combination of expertise has been the
trademark of his remarkable career. In 1963,
Gerry went to the University of Pennsylvania,
where he became a graduate student in the group

of Professor Robin Hochstrasser. Gerry played an
important role in his group and quickly started
setting up a laboratory for low temperature spec-
troscopy of solids.

Gerry’s PhD thesis research advanced under-
standing of the spectra of mixed crystals at liquid
helium temperatures, and his contributions were
very much self motivated. He discovered the sub-
stitutional solid solution of phenanthrene in
biphenyl, a mixed crystal system that displayed a
variety of beautiful sharp line spectra, which
helped explain a number of spectroscopic pro-
cesses that were problematic at the time. One was
the mysterious occurrence of multiplets of lines in
the vibronic spectra of aromatic hydrocarbons
that had been reported by Eduard Vladimirovich
Shpolskii few years earlier for molecules in frozen
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paraffin hydrocarbons. When Gerry first saw that
these multiplets in a mixed crystal had a well-de-
fined structure, their origin as multiple sites be-
came clear. He simulated the potential surface,
responsible for the motions of phenanthrene mol-
ecules in the lattice, based on what little was
known at the time regarding interatomic potentials
and thereby found a quantitative explanation for
the multiplets (Hochstrasser and Small 1968). He
also did the first ‘hole-burning’ experiments before
lasers were available by creating spectral ‘holes’ in
the phenanthrene spectrum using a band of
wavelengths filtered from a high-powered xenon
lamp! His spectra of phenanthrene also clearly
showed the significant involvement of totally
symmetric vibrations in Herzberg-Teller effects.
This was very unusual at a time when spectros-
copists were still trying to set down the principles
of analyzing electronic spectra of larger molecules
in condensed phases. Gerry later went on to de-
velop a full theory of such effects (Craig and Small
1969).

After receiving his PhD in physical chemistry
from the University of Pennsylvania in 1967,
Gerry moved as a postdoctoral fellow to the lab-
oratory of David P. Craig at the Australian
National University in Canberra. David’s interests
were in both the theory and experimental study of
molecular excitons, and Gerry had the opportu-
nity to become involved in both of these activities
while he was there. This powerful combination of
theory and experiment that Gerry was honing
through these experiences showed up again and
again in the different fields that he pioneered
during his scientific career.

In 1969, Gerry joined the faculty of Iowa State
University (ISU) in Ames, where in 1991 he would
become a Distinguished Professor of Liberal Arts
and Sciences. At ISU, Gerry’s outstanding
research quickly brought him national recognition
as an Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Fellow from
1974 to 1978 and later election as a Fellow of the
American Physical Society. He served on the edi-
torial advisory boards of the Journal of Chemical
Physics, Chemical Physics, the Journal of Physical
Chemistry, Chemical Research in Toxicology, and
Spectrochimica Acta. He chaired a number of
Gordon conferences, including the 1985 Gordon
Conference on electronic spectroscopy, as well as
numerous other conferences and seminars in the
area of photosynthesis and electronic processes.

His pioneering work on molecular polaritons in
the 1970s and 1980s showed, through elegant
experiments using one and two photon absorption,
how photons and excitons couple in molecular
crystals. Gerry introduced a theory of polariton
relaxation to explain these important results
(Robinette et al. 1978; Stevenson et al. 1981).
Gerry also introduced some remarkable new
methods for chemical carcinogenesis and laser
bioanalysis that are based on the use of nonlinear
optical processes to simplify complex spectra. In
these examples, the simplifications arise from line-
narrowed fluorescence, with which Gerry used to
detect tiny quantities of DNA-carcinogen adducts.
His research on fluorescence line narrowing com-
bined with capillary electrophoresis earned him a
Research and Development 100 Award in 1998. He
and his colleagues were also the first to show that
the radical cation metabolic pathway of polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons leads to in vivo formation
of DNA adducts (Jankowiak et al. 2004).

A very significant form of spectroscopy that
was pioneered by Gerry in the period from 1978 to
1981 is now termed nonphotochemical hole
burning (Hayes and Small 1978). He introduced
the concept of tunneling between bistable config-
urations as being responsible for hole burning in
amorphous solids and developed theoretical
models that advanced the understanding of glasses
and other disordered materials (Jankowiak and
Small 1987; Jankowiak et al. 1993). The methods
and theory he introduced turned out to be enor-
mously important, since they enabled the simpli-
fication of complex spectra, stimulated current day
understanding of the dephasing of molecular
excitations, and led to seminal discoveries in dis-
ordered materials and photosynthesis, about
which we will say more later.

Gerry’s unbounded enthusiasm for his science
eventually led him to apply his considerable talents
and experience to the study of photosynthesis, a
process where he could realize significant applica-
tions for the spectroscopic techniques he devel-
oped for amorphous solids. A rigorous
background in hole-burning spectroscopy and
spectral dynamics combined with vast experience
gained, while studying amorphous solids, provided
Gerry with an ideal background to explore the
initial events of photosynthesis, which occur in the
span of a picosecond or less. After a brief foray
into the study of pigments isolated from photo-
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synthetic organisms, he turned his enthusiasm
towards exploring energy and electron transfer in
photosynthetic proteins. Using primarily the
technique of spectral hole burning, he proceeded
to make seminal contributions to the understand-
ing of photosynthesis.

For his first major accomplishment, Gerry
applied hole-burning spectroscopy to examine the
P870 absorption band of the primary electron
donor in photosynthetic bacteria. At that time,
P870 was known to be a special pair of bacterio-
chlorophylls involved in the initial act of photo-
chemical charge separation. Prior hole-burning
and photon-echo studies deduced that the initial
act of bacterial photosynthesis occurred in
20-femtoseconds at 4 K, a view inconsistent with
the non–adiabatic electron transfer theory used to
explain the primary charge separation events of
photosynthesis. Gerry realized that the 20-femto-
second interpretation of the earlier studies was
most likely incorrect and in a series of theoretical
and experimental papers, which culminated in
1993 (Lyle et al. 1993), he offered the now gener-
ally accepted model. In Gerry’s explanation, the
P870 absorption band of the special pair is almost
entirely homogeneously broadened as a result of
strong electron–phonon coupling and not because
of decay of P870*. His interpretation was not
universally accepted in the beginning, but his
steadfast defense of his views eventually prevailed.
To further unify the field, Gerry’s experimental
hole-burning data proved that the initial charge
separation act occurs in about a picosecond in
agreement with pump-probe experiments.

During this same period, Gerry introduced
three additional spectroscopic techniques for the
study of photosynthetic complexes: (1) vibronic
satellite hole-burning spectroscopy, (2) zero-pho-
non action spectroscopy and (3) correlation hole-
burning spectroscopy. The first technique led to
the determination of the Franck–Condon factors
for intramolecular chlorophyll modes and protein
phonons associated with their important
S0 ! S1ðQyÞ transitions. The determination of the
Franck–Condon factors was significant, because
they enter into the spectral density of the non-
adiabatic rate expression for excitation energy
transfer in photosynthetic light harvesting com-
plexes (LHCs). The second spectroscopic tech-
nique, zero-phonon action spectroscopy, led to the
first determination of the contribution of static

inhomogeneous broadening of the S0 ! S1 tran-
sitions because of the glass-like structural disorder
of proteins. It was also used to identify and char-
acterize the lowest and weakly absorbing exciton
level of the light harvesting complex 1 (LH 1) and
light harvesting complex 2 (LH 2) of purple bac-
teria (Reddy et al. 1991; Zazubovich et al. 2002).
Gerry presented a simple theoretical argument
based on cyclic symmetry for LHCs that explained
his experimental results. The high-resolution X-ray
structures that followed, along with electronic
structure calculations by several groups, supported
his benchmark interpretation for LH 1 and LH 2.
The third spectroscopic technique, correlation
hole-burning spectroscopy, allowed him to deter-
mine whether the site excitation distribution
functions of the excited states of complexes are
correlated. Gerry and his coworkers studied more
than ten isolated complexes and found little or no
significant correlation, such that the electronic
energy gaps between donor and acceptor states are
distributed. As a result, the kinetics can be dis-
persive under certain conditions as defined by
Gerry, R. S. Silbey and others (Small et al. 1992).

Another area where Gerry performed signifi-
cant work was in the experimental determination
of the electron-exchange contribution to Chl-Chl
interactions in excitonically coupled aggregates.
When two or more chlorophylls (or bacterio-
chlorophylls) interact such as in the special pair,
charge transfer (CT) states become involved and
interact with the normal 1pp* states. Gerry rec-
ognized that CT states are difficult to calculate
and decided to provide experimental data rele-
vant to these CT states. Subsequently, Gerry
performed Stark and high pressure hole burning
at hydrostatic pressures as high as 1.2 GPa and
at liquid helium temperatures. He provided the
first reports of Stark hole burning in photosyn-
thetic complexes. In keeping with Gerry’s com-
mitment to rigor with simplicity, he developed a
powerful methodology for exploring photosyn-
thetic states with significant charge transfer
character. In the 1990s, Gerry extended his
spectroscopic studies to other protein-chromo-
phore complexes, such as Photosystem I (PS I)
of green plants and cyanobacteria. He also
explored PS II, the protein-pigment complex
involved in oxygen production in algae and
higher plants. Both were done with the cooper-
ation of a number of collaborators (Jankowiak
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et al. 1989, 2002, 2003). One of us (MS)
remembers numerous discussions of PS II over
dinners at the Aunt Maude’s restaurant during
visits to Ames in this period, many times
including Therese Cotton, who passed away in
1998. Gerry was also very generous with his
time, educating his biological collaborators on
the power of hole-burning spectroscopy.

Gerry conducted a limitless pursuit of impor-
tant applications for hole-burning spectroscopy in
photosynthesis. The techniques and views that he
pioneered and championed are now essential to
anyone investigating primary photosynthetic pro-
cesses. Gerry was one of the leading pioneers in
developing the basic model of fluctuating two-level
systems, which was crucial for the interpretation of
high-resolution optical studies of chromophores in
amorphous solids and glasses. These systems show
interesting line-shapes with unusual universal
scaling properties with temperature. The series of
studies performed by his group in the 1980s pro-
vided an in-depth analysis of dispersive kinetics,
dephasing mechanisms, and relaxation processes
and furthermore established their relationship to
the density of states and distributions of other key
parameters in a broad range of materials. Gerry
developed microscopic models for electron–pho-
non coupling and vibronic interactions that al-
lowed the simulation of hole burning, fluorescence,
and nonlinear four-wave mixing of complex
chromophores and their coupling with various
types of environments.

Gerry’s almost 40 years of truly outstanding
research resulted in 287 publications. His research
contributions were celebrated in a special issue of
the Journal of Physical Chemistry (July 22, 2004)
that was dedicated to him. More important to
Gerry were the six MS and 31 PhD students who
received their degrees working under his direction
and the 15 postdoctoral associates who also ben-
efited tremendously from exposure to his infec-
tious and unbounded enthusiasm for science.

Gerry Small had many interests outside the
laboratory: he enjoyed road biking, pets, motor-
cycles, playing the piano, and good restaurants.
He loved good literature, classical music, and
jazz. He used to go with his two sons (Eric and
Adam) on ski trips nearly every winter to Colo-
rado; he loved water skiing, camping and fishing
at the Lake of the Woods in Ontario, Canada.
But some of the best memories, as his sons told

us, are from the time when the family drove up to
Stony Lake in Minnesota to their cabin during
the summers. Gerry was very frugal – Adam
remembers – and used to buy old cars and old
boats. ‘One time we were hauling a boat way too
large for the car and the engine gave out. As a
result we were stuck in some small town in
Minnesota but not for too long because he
(Gerry) would always find a solution.’ Gerry also
loved hockey and got one of his sons (Adam)
into the sport and would travel with his team to
many cities. Adam remembers: ‘I would often get
embarrassed because he was one of the loudest
parents during the games.’ Gerry’s cousin and
friend (Gary Lauk) told one of us (RJ) recently
‘‘Gerry was a unique human being but still very
much typical of our generation; he knew from his
mother as I did from mine that we could achieve
whatever we decided to achieve as long as we put
our mind and spirit into it.’’ Then he added
‘Gerry’s belief in science almost but never did
eclipse his faith in a higher power and his love of
family and community.’ But the greatest passion
of Gerry was chemistry, he has had an excep-
tional impact in such diverse research areas as
physical chemistry, medical diagnostics, biophys-
ics, analytical chemistry, and education. Ames
Laboratory Director and Gerry’s friend, Tom
Barton, stated recently that, ‘Iowa State, Ames
Lab and science were indeed fortunate to have
had the services of this remarkable individual,
who tackled everything in life with an intense and
enviable passion.’ We will remember Gerry as an
exemplary scientist, a fine colleague, and an
excellent teacher. He is survived by his sons Eric,
of Cincinnati, Ohio, and Adam, of Denver, Col-
orado, and his former wife, Sharon, of San
Francisco, to whom we extend our deepest feel-
ings of sorrow and sympathy.

This obituary of Gerry Small was written at the
invitation of Govindjee.
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